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Let Jesus capture your childs imagination!If you are looking for a resource to help introduce

your child to Jesus, look no further. The Moments with Jesus Encounter Bible was designed to

help kids encounter Him for themselves!What makes the Moments with Jesus Encounter Bible

different from other childrens Bibles?While other childrens Bibles contain informative stories

from the Old and New Testaments, the Moments with Jesus Encounter Bible puts kids in the

middle of the action of twenty essential stories from the four Gospels. Through dynamic, first-

hand storytelling, kids come face to face with the Living Word Himself, getting a clear picture of

who Jesus is, what He is like, and His love for them personally.A powerful resource for every

parent, grandparent, pastor or teacher, the Moments with Jesus Encounter BibleIntroduces

kids to the living Jesus who knows and loves them.Captures childrens imagination with 20

stories from the Gospels.Illustrates Jesus nature and character as revealed in

Scripture.Cultivates a personal connection with Jesus Himself.Invites kids into a thrilling, life-

long adventure with God.Empowers children to actively engage with Scripture.Offers insightful

discussion questions to promote parent-child dialogue.Is the perfect Bible for children ages

4-12.The Moments with Jesus Encounter Bible combines masterful storytelling with captivating

artwork to create an imaginative, biblical encounter like no other. Presented in a simple,

beautiful format, the Moments with Jesus Encounter Bible will help you shepherd your kids into

a thriving, dynamic relationship with Jesus. What are you waiting for? Start your adventure

today!



Jesus Storybook Bible: Every Story Whispers His Name, The Donkey Who Carried a King,

Jesus and the Very Big Surprise: A True Story about Jesus, His Return, and How to Be Ready

(Tales That Tell The Truth)

LovestoRead, “Best Children’s Bible I’ve ever read!!. My son and I absolutely love this

children’s Bible.Unlike many children’s Bible story books, this one is much different. With each

chapter beginning with “Imagine”, it puts my son in the story with Jesus and allows him to

encounter Jesus with his imagination, his heart and mind. I love that it also doesn’t sugarcoat

stories of the Bible but tells them as they were written. At the end of the chapter, our dialogue

is opened up as each chapter has two questions. This allows us to talk about what he is

encountered through the story. At age 9, my son has experienced being afraid, losing someone

he dearly loved, feeling alone and not always fitting in. The beauty of this book is that it

addresses within each chapter how Jesus is in every moment in his life. It talks about loss and

when Jesus cried when Lazarus died and what it was like to be in a boat that was about to sink

during a storm only to have Jesus speak peace to it. There is so much more that each chapter

places him in each story causing my son at the end to talk through and walk through things in

his life that most of us don’t deal with until we are much older. He absolutely loves this book.

He has asked multiple times if we could read two chapters instead of one each night. I’m very

thankful to the authors for creating this book and highly recommend it to parents and

grandparents. What better gift to give your child than a book that strengthens their relationship

and increases their love for the One who gives them eternal life.”

Bramm, “Must read for children and adults!. As soon as I saw this book, I knew I needed to buy

it. And it has exceeded my expectations! The simple yet rich language of the stories brings

them to life as the author places you in the stories with Jesus. My kids, ages 11 and 13 are

enjoying this book so much and it has sparked some deep conversations and connections with

them. We enjoy the section at the end of each chapter that encourages conversation and

challenges our thinking. My kids are seeing and experiencing Jesus in new and exciting ways

through this book and so am I. I highly recommend this book to anyone. This is not just a book

for kids. If you have struggled to read the Bible or understand what Jesus has done for you,

you need this book. I pray it blesses you as much as it has blessed us.”

Julie Morehouse, “A beautiful invitation to walk through the stories from the Gospel’s. Excellent

read!. This is not just a children’s Bible.Anyone who picks this up and partakes of any story

becomes fully immersed into stories shared in the Gospel’s.The illustrations are absolutely

stunning.The stories are told in a way that puts you there while it was actually happening.It is

beautifully worded in a way that children can understand.I personally work with children of

multiple ages from across the globe and I am so excited to share this book with them.I

personally feel that this is a must have in every home. Whether it be left on a coffee table, in a

library, used for personal devotion. It has not disappointed me yet.I own a hard cover copy as

well as read it on multiple kindle devices.This is a book that will go on for generations. The

stories never grow old, no matter how many times you’ve read them.I have had the opportunity

to read aloud the first chapter at multiple venues. Most people just sit in awe and wonder upon

hearing.I cannot recommend this book enough!”

Debra M from TX, “I close my eyes and listen and I am there in the very pages of the Bible



watching Jesus smile at me!. Looking for the perfect, awesome Christmas or birthday gift for a

precious child in your life or a grandchild (or, who am I kidding, for you or for anyone age 3 to

95), this is the book! It is the most beautifully descriptive, biblically accurate telling of events

from the gospels and Jesus' life. It is phenomenal! Not only are the illustrations pretty, but (best

part), you can close your eyes and listen and feel like you are right there, in the moment,

watching Jesus smile at you!I love this book! The cover is beautiful. The drawings in the book

are beautiful. I love they did not use glossy pages because it feels authentic. By this book, you

will not regret it! You'll like it so much, that you'll buy it for your friends and family!

momentswithJesusproject.com”

Ann Musico, Holistic Health Coach, “Beautiful Way to Introduce Children to Jesus. I have 5

grandchildren ranging in age from 14 months to 5 years old. My purpose in life is to share the

love of God with them in a real and practical way so that they build an authentic faith in Jesus

of their own. I have put a wonderful library together of lovely faith centered books, but this is the

foundation and the most unique "children's bible" I have ever found. I love the way it is written.

It is clear and easy for a young child to put themselves right in the midst of the story and truly

encounter our wonderful Lord in a very personal way. I always read through any books I buy for

my grandchildren and I have to tell you I have sincerely enjoyed reading through the stories

and loved picturing myself in each story. We are told that we must approach faith with the

innocence of a child and this is such a beautiful way to do just that - regardless of your age!”

Rose, “Buy it!. This is a wonderful book! It takes the reader into the stories as active

participants. Your kids will find not a first row seat but rather find that they are casted into the

story itself as they see the story through their character’s eyes. This is more like a reliving the

scriptures rather than a retelling.The illustrations are beautiful and moving. My little ones

became immediately engaged with them. This is a great book and a must have.”

Rachel Fischl, “Engaging, sparks conversation, fresh perspective. This is totally different than

any other children’s Bible I have read. I love how it places the reader directly in the story,

allowing children (and adults) to really imagine what it would have been like to be in the

moment, encountering Jesus. The discussion questions are perfect for sparking good

conversations and the illustrations are incredibly beautiful. Highly recommend!”

Tonya D., “Excellent encounter Bible for kids. We were very excited to receive this new Bible for

our children. The glossy cover, engaging and realistic illustrations are excellently presented.

The Bible itself highlights several Bible stories that draw children into the Word and ask

questions to ensure they leave with an encounter with Jesus. This Bible goes beyond similar

bibles for children. I recommend it for those new to the Word or mature readers.”

ADAM CREGAN, “Great times with the kids.. We use it to kick off evening devotions often. It

really provokes engagement!”

The book by Eugene Luning has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 99 people have provided feedback.
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